
Arimoro Olamilekan
Frontend Developer | Technical Writer

Olamilekan is a solution driven Frontend developer that loves
solving problems with both technical and soft skills, I am a team
player that has good knowledge of team forming and bonding and
how to make good decisions that will bring progress to the team. I
also have good understanding of technologies that are used to build
a good and friendly web based solutions and in addition I write
about the technologies I use.

arimoroolamilekan1@gmail.com

09027968378

Lagos State, Nigeria

arimoroportfolio.netlify.app

linkedin.com/in/arimoroolamilekan

twitter.com/TheCodeLord

github.com/Lexitar32

EXPERIENCE
Frontend Developer (Remote)
CampHouse
03/2021 - Present, Lagos State, Nigeria
CampHouse is a platform where you can book a space, add a new
space, save space that ranges from personal spaces to work and
corporate spaces.

Cleaning up of existing codebase and adding new features
as recommended by users.

Using Apollo Client to mutate and query GraphQL API and
using the data gotten on the Frontend.

Using Redux for state management.

Software Engineer Intern (Remote)
9ijakids
01/2021 - 04/2021, Lagos, Nigeria
This is an EdTech Company that provides products like website, mobile
apps where kids can play games to aid their learning.

Building the frontend interfaces of different learning
Platform used by kids.

Consuming of api using the fetch method and
manipulating it on the frontend.

Building of rest api with PHP and connecting it to MySQL
which is the database.

Good use of tools like Git & GitHub, FileZilla, MySQL
Workbench in order to get my task done.

Junior Frontend Developer
TIIDELab
08/2020 - 01/2021, 
TIIDELab is an initiative of Tech specialist limited that equips youth
with the adequate skills to be self reliant.

An active and industrious team member of a team that is
working on a five months project that is to solve the
problem of the documentation of all businesses in Nigeria.

I created the frontend pages with react and made it very
functional. and responsive.

Good understanding and usage of Git & GitHub because I
worked remotely with my team members.

EDUCATION
Bachelor's Degree (B.Sc)
University of Lagos (Unilag)
11/2018 - Present, Lagos, Nigeria

Electrical/Electronics
Engineering

TECH & SOFT SKILLS
HTML CSS Sass Bootstrap Bulma CSS

JavaScript React Redux Apollo Client

GraphQL Git & GitHub PHP MySQL

Problem Solving Skills Team Forming & Bonding

Smart Decision Making Skills

MY PROJECTS
Lexitar Solutions Freelance Website
 (04/2021 - Present)

Built the website for a freelance business and the client was
satisfied.

Deployed with Netlify fro general use.

Task Manager App (04/2021 - Present)
A Task Manager App that was built with React, Redux and React
Hook Form..

Backend was built with Node.js, Express and MongoDB.

Hosted with netlify.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Certified Frontend Developer (01/2021 - Present)
Certified by TIIDELab as a Frontend Developer.

LANGUAGES
English
Full Professional Proficiency

Yoruba
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

INTERESTS

Learning daily to improve my skills

Reading of tech articles Watching of tech videos

Writing of Technical Articles Guitar Playing
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Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks
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